imaging in in vivo animal experiments. This review focuses on the methodology that enables repeated and regional assessment of vessel internal diameter and flow in the resistance vessels of different organ systems. In particular, SR absorption microangiography approaches offer unique opportunities for real-time in vivo vascular imaging in small animals, even during dynamic motion of the heart and lungs. We also describe recent progress in the translation of multiple phase-contrast imaging techniques from ex vivo to in vivo smallanimal studies. Furthermore, we also review the utility of SR for multiple pinpoint (dimensions 0.2×0.2 mm) assessments of myocardial function at the cross-bridge level in different regions of the heart using small-angle X-ray scattering, resulting from increases in SR flux at modern facilities. Finally, we present cases for the use of complementary SR approaches to study cardiovascular function, particularly the pathological changes associated with disease using small-animal models. (Circ Res. 2013;112:209-221.) Key Words: absorption microangiography ◼ phase-contrast imaging ◼ small-angle X-ray scattering ◼ synchrotron radiation
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ynchrotron radiation (SR) was first applied to cardiovascular imaging in humans in the 1980s. 1 The small X-ray source size of SR is inherently suited to dynamic small-area imaging applications, such as absorption microangiography and phase-contrast imaging, and even diffraction studies. All of these techniques are now being applied to cardiovascular biology and, in particular, to smallanimal studies. The high photon fluxes, available at many of the modern third-and fourth-generation SR research facilities worldwide, offer the ability to tune SR to visualize microvessel function in vivo in any organ system, with potentially less radiation dose delivery than conventional computed tomography (CT). Furthermore, SR can be applied to the study of myocardial contraction and lung function in complementary investigations of cardiovascular and respiratory disease. This review focuses on recent developments in SR microangiography and other dynamic techniques in these fields, with an emphasis on applications to animal experiments. The principles of SR generation and imaging techniques from a physics perspective are presented in previous reviews. [2] [3] [4] A comparison of SR angiography approaches for small-and large-area imaging is briefly described here but is considered in detail elsewhere with consideration of radiation skin entry dosage. 5 
SR Characteristics and Facilities
Although X-rays in a hospital are produced by hitting a metal anode with electrons, SR X-rays are emitted from electrons traveling at almost the speed of light in a tangential direction to its circular orbit because the electron's path is bent by a magnetic field in a storage ring. 2 SR is characterized by high directionality, variable polarization and brightness (>10 6 -times brighter than laboratory or medical X-ray sources). This brightness is attributable to the fine collimation of the X-ray beam (http:// www.spring8.or.jp/en/about_us/whats_sr/generation_sr/).
At SPring-8 in Japan, which is one of the largest SR facilities in the world, one of the smallest beam sizes is ≈2 mm horizontally by 0.4 mm vertically at 40 m from the X-ray source. This divergence is much smaller than that of most laboratory lasers. The X-ray beam is further collimated with focusing optics, so that it is <0.2 mm in diameter at the sample, concentrating a large number of X-ray photons on the sample. There are tens of SR facilities around the world, most of which are available for public access (for details on SR facilities, SR characteristics, and other science applications, http://www.lightsources.org/cms/).
The intense X-ray beam from the synchrotron beamlines only can be used in metal-shielded hutches. X-ray image formation and acquisition have to be performed under remote control, including operations to inject contrast medium into an animal or to stop artificial ventilation temporarily. Despite this restriction, when the animal is closely monitored, the experiment can be performed smoothly. At SR medical imaging beamlines important infrastructure for animal experiments such as an animal house, and biology and chemistry preparation laboratories are an essential capability for the experiments described in this review.
SR Absorption Microangiography
The vascular smooth muscle tone of arterioles is meticulously modulated via multiple mechanistic pathways, including, but not limited to, the vessel endothelium, the vascular smooth muscle, and neurohumoral stimuli to regulate resistance to flow and, hence, to optimize regional blood flow. Impairment of any of these regulatory systems has the potential to adversely impact on the vascular control of blood flow and, thus, impair the homeostatic control of arterial blood pressure. Despite the plethora of studies investigating the pathomechanisms that underpin vascular dysfunction, advances in our understanding have been slow, evident in the fact that the origin of most cardiovascular diseases, eg, systemic hypertension, is unknown. This high prevalence of idiopathic pathologies has stemmed, at least in part, from the inability to reliably assess the function of resistance microvessels, in vivo, because of methodological constraints.
Assessing Vascular Control of Blood Flow
Assessing vascular control of blood flow can involve a variety of methods, such as the use of blood flow-pressure measurements (using thermodilution), 6 velocity measurements using Doppler 7 (assuming constant diameter), or the use of vascular flow probes. 8 Although these techniques certainly have advanced our understanding concerning the control of vascular resistance, they are indirect measurements and have potential inherent sources of error (eg, derived calculations). Intravital microscopy has the ability to directly image microvessels, 9, 10 although the imaging depth is limited to a few hundred micrometers by the attenuation of photon signals in living tissue. The additional use of needle-like lens systems based on gradient-index lenses,  11 portable needle-probe videomicroscopes,   12 and 2-photon microscopy 13 allows imaging at depth within a tissue, although only a thin layer of tissue remains in focus and invasive techniques are required to expose the organ of interest. Ideally, a technique of directly visualizing the microcirculation of individual vascular beds in vivo, ie, under intact neurohumoral regulation, is required to fully understand the structural and functional properties of the microcirculation.
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Conventional Angiography Devices
X-ray methods, such as cineangiography, have the advantage in that X-rays pass through tissues more easily than light without the invasiveness and, thus, it is possible to obtain a dynamic overview of the entire circulatory bed within an organ in real time. Higher resolution in vivo angiography became established in the mid 1980s for studying the function of small pulmonary vessels. 15, 16 Coronary arteries were visualized in rats using a large focal spot X-ray tube to deliver sufficient flux with exposure times of <10 ms. 17 However, these angiographic methods have a limited spatial resolution of >100 μm. Although it is possible to improve spatial resolution down to ≈10 μm in the rat brain and mouse hindlimb by using direct magnification radiography combined with a microfocus X-ray tube, the imaging speed varies from 1 image per second 18 to 30 images per second (33-ms exposure per frame), 19 so that temporal resolution is compromised. It is not currently possible to obtain images with exposure times of <10 ms and a spatial resolution <100 μm using conventional X-ray tubes.
SR Microangiography
Unlike conventional angiography, SR microangiography allows high-contrast imaging of microvessels that can be performed in time orders of milliseconds, allowing enhanced image resolution and clarity, because SR has several distinct superior qualities compared with conventional angiography; the technical aspects previously have been described in detail. [3] [4] [5] In essence, SR produces superior image quality because, first, the extremely high intensity of radiation emitted from the synchrotron storage ring produces extremely bright light. This allows greater X-ray penetration of thick tissues, greater image contrast, and greater X-ray flux during short exposure time to produce sharp and blur-free images. Second, the X-ray is finely tuned using a monochromator to 33.2 keV, which is just above the iodine K-edge energy for maximal contrast, because the X-ray absorption of iodine (ie, commercial contrast agents) is ≈6-to 7-times greater than that of soft tissues and bones. Finally, the electrons circulating in the main synchrotron storage ring travel close to the speed of light, so that the projected SR beam achieves a very high degree of parallelism attributable to the high velocity of the photons. Therefore, X-rays transmitted through tissue retain a high degree of collimation at the detector to, once again, ensure blur-free images. There are 2 ways of using SR angiography for vascular imaging that differ in how they achieve optimization of the vessel image contrast and the size of the imaging area (field of view). The first approach, K-edge subtraction angiography, produces images of a large sample area at 2 different energies simultaneously, just above and below the K-edge energy, with narrowly separated strip or line detectors. 1 Subtracting the low-energy image from the high-energy image produces an image that emphasizes X-ray absorption by the iodine contrast agent in the blood. In this approach, high-resolution imaging is compromised for the rapid imaging of a large area (essential for large animal or patient imaging). 5 The second approach, single-energy temporal subtraction, uses a single energy (monochromatic) of SR to record X-ray images just above the K-edge. To emphasize the contrast agent contained in blood vessels, 14, 20 a background image without contrast agent is subtracted from the vessel images in stationary animals. In general, high-resolution imaging is attainable at the expense of imaging area.
Here, we describe the set-up of our SR microangiography system for high-spatial resolution (highest 6-μm resolution) and high-speed imaging of microvessels. 21 This system has been developed by improving the single-energy temporal subtraction technique at the SPring-8 BL28B2 beamline. The experimental arrangements are presented in Figure 1 .
A vital requirement for ensuring sharp and blur-free images is a high shutter speed (short exposure time), which is achieved with a unique rotating-disk X-ray shutter, located between the monochromator and the subject (Figure 1 ). The shutter consists of 2 disks with radial slots rotating around an axis that is parallel to the X-ray beam. Each disk has 4 slot openings per rotation with mutually identical slot geometry. The shutter disks rotate synchronously to match the timing with a 30-Hz synchronous signal of the video camera. The radial slot width can be changed to adjust the X-ray pulse duration by adjusting the angular displacement of the second disk relative to the first to achieve extremely short exposure times (adjustable between 0 and 7.4 ms).
Pulsed monochromatic X-rays transmitted through the animal are detected by an X-ray direct conversion-type detector, which incorporates an X-ray SATICON pick-up tube for highsensitivity and high-spatial resolution imaging. The absorbed X-rays in the photoconductive layer of the pick-up tube are converted directly into electron-hole pairs to produce a video signal. The detector has 2 zoom imaging modes: (1) fields of view of 7.0×7.0 mm and 4.5×4.5 mm, with 1024×1024 pixels and pixel sizes of 7.0 μm and 4.5 μm, respectively; and (2) the primary mode, which has an input field of 9.5 mm×9.5 mm and pixel size of 9.5 μm. 22 Images are stored in the digital image acquisition system at 10-bit resolution, 1024×1024-pixel format, and at a rate of 30 frames per second.
Use of SR Microangiography for Assessing Vascular Control in Animal Experiments
One specific physiological advantage of SR microangiography that we and others recently have demonstrated is the ability to visualize the coronary and pulmonary microvessels within the intact chest of a small-animal model and, thus, study the microcirculation within their natural physiological milieu-an approach not previously possible with conventional X-ray systems. When vessel calibers are <50 µm and sequential images are not confounded by vessel movement, such as in the brain, 23, 24 image summation also is used to enhance vessel morphology. Image summation is useful when contrast agent dilution or nonuniformity makes vessel edge detection difficult from single frames. This review primarily evaluates 3 of the most well-documented vascular beds targeted by SR: the heart, lung, and brain.
Coronary Circulation
Impaired modulation of coronary blood flow underpins the onset of cardiac dysfunction in several cardiovascular disorders, such as atherosclerosis, hypertension, and myocardial infarction. Angiography has been used for imaging of the coronary circulation to investigate mechanisms that regulate coronary blood flow. Although conventional angiography provides insight into dysfunction of the conduit coronary arteries, 25 these imaging devices are limited to arterial and venous vessel sizes of >200 μm, with lengthy acquisition times of 30 to 100 ms. 26 The dilemma, however, is that the resistance vessels of interest in disease states are <200 μm and, moreover, most experimental studies use small-animal models with relatively high heart rates (>300 bpm), so that temporal resolution is compromised using conventional angiography systems. 27 Over the past 40 years, continued increases in SR photon flux have enabled the necessary spatial and temporal resolution for coronary angiography to repeatedly visualize the resistance arterioles (30-100 μm) in vivo and to quantify regional differences in caliber over the entire cardiac phase, even in small rodents with high heart rates (>500 bpm). 5, 27 In vivo coronary microangiography in small animals currently necessitates that a catheter is advanced from the right carotid artery, placing the tip at the entrance of the aortic valve to ensure that the bolus of contrast agent is in close proximity to the entrance of the coronary vessels and that minimal dilution of the contrast agent occurs before entering the coronary vessels. 27, 28 The use of a radiopaque catheter allows the position of the catheter tip to be easily verified.
Early studies using SR verified that coronary vessels as small as 50 μm were clearly visible in the exposed dog heart. 29, 30 SR also has been used on the isolated perfused heart (Langendorff) to assess the role of coronary spasms in the microvasculature (<100 μm) as a potential cause for acute myocardial infarction, 31 and to verify that stem cell transplantation could stimulate the collateral formation of microvessels (<20 μm) in the infarcted heart. 32 Since then, SR microangiography has proved an effective method for elucidating endothelial control of the coronary arteries within the intact chest of a smallanimal model. 21, 27 Our research group 27 was able to show that localized endothelial dysfunction of the coronary arterioles (<100 μm) may underpin impaired coronary flow in rats with early-stage diabetes mellitus in vivo. Moreover, we found that the larger coronary arterioles (>100 μm) are associated with endothelial dysfunction and increased constriction (possibly Rho-kinase-mediated), primarily located at points of vascular branching. SR microangiograms can be used for assessing coronary angiogenesis. Figure 2 is an example showing that SR microangiography revealed increased vascularization and restored endothelial function as a result of chronic treatment with vasoactive peptide adrenomedullin in a rat model of acute heart failure, evident as dilatory responses and vessel recruitment to an endothelium-dependent vasodilator, acetylcholine.
These and other studies described here demonstrate that only SR microangiography can be used to effectively visualize the redistribution of coronary blood flow attributable to regional vasomotor dysfunction in a vascular network. Hence, SR angiography provides an effective tool for investigating neurohumoral modulation of coronary blood flow within the microcirculation in health and, importantly, identifying potential pathways that adversely impair the control of coronary blood flow and for assessing therapy efficacy. It is also now possible to take advantage of specific knock out/ knock-in mice to study the pathogenesis and treatment of coronary atherosclerosis. Yamashita et al 28, 33 visualized the main coronary arteries, such as the left circumflex artery, and detected stenosis in an apolipoprotein E knockout mouse.
More recently, we have demonstrated the capability of SR to successfully visualize the coronary microvessels (30-50 μm) of a beating mouse heart in vivo ( Figure 3A and 3B).
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Pulmonary Circulation
The precise modulation of blood flow through the pulmonary circulation is critical for maintaining a low-resistance/ low-pressure system, a unique hallmark of the pulmonary circulation. Until recently, most small-animal studies that have described the anatomical geometry of the pulmonary circulation have been limited to the use of in vitro or ex vivo preparations, which ultimately disrupts the natural physiological milieu of the lung.
14 Our group designed a unique laboratory X-ray television system to visualize 100-to 500-μm pulmonary vessels in vivo. 15, 16, 35 However, the limited spatial and temporal resolution of this conventional system necessitated a thoracotomy to expose the lung out of the thorax.
It is now possible, with the aid of SR microangiography, to directly assess function of the pulmonary vessels down to the Figure 2 . Coronary contrast angiography in the in situ rat heart 72 hours after ischemiareperfusion injury. Single-frame images of iodine contrast during baseline condition (A, C) and during acetylcholine infusion (B, D) in a vehicle-treated (A, B) and adrenomedullin treated (AM; 0.05 μg/kg per minute continuous infusion by osmotic pump) rat (C, D). AM-treated rat heart shows dilation (white arrows) and vessel recruitment during acetylcholine infusion, whereas the vehicle rat showed loss of vessels (*) and constriction (black arrows). Ischemia was induced by 30-minute occlusion of left coronary artery under anesthesia 3 days before imaging (>50% infarct size). Photon flux density at 33.2 keV was ≈1×10 10 photons·mm
fourth generation of vessel branching (≥80 μm) and, notably, within the intact chest of a rat 14 and even a mouse model 36 ( Figure 3C ). Moreover, pulmonary transit time of blood flow can be estimated in a mouse, because cine images of a single scan at a speed of 30 frames per second show the movement of contrast agent from the right ventricle to left ventricle, even though the detector has a small field of view. 21, 36 Because the small pulmonary arteries-arterioles (<300 μm) are most susceptible to adverse structural and anatomical changes during the development of pulmonary hypertension, 20, 37 SR provides an effective means of assessing potential pathomechanisms that contribute to vascular dysfunction in the development of pulmonary hypertension.
Although some advances in the treatment of pulmonary disorders have been made in recent decades, there is still no effective cure. Over the past decade, our research team has used SR and has shown fundamental changes in the modulation of pulmonary resistance vessels in the rat model of pulmonary hypertension, specifically: (1) endothelial dysfunction of the 100-to 200-μm vessels significantly impairs regulation of vascular tone; 38, 39 (2) sympathetic modulation of the vessels is accentuated, most notably the 100-to 200-μm vessels; 14, 37 and (3) Rho kinase-mediated vasoconstriction of the 100-to 300-μm vessels significantly contributes to the sustained increase in vascular resistance. 38 Notably, microangiograms revealed that Rho-kinase inhibition restored perfusion to vessels (<150 μm) that previously occluded, which contravenes the long-held paradigm that pulmonary vessel rarefaction was the sole cause for a reduction in vessel density.
Acute hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) is an important homeostatic mechanism for redistributing pulmonary blood flow to well-ventilated lung regions to optimize gas exchange. According to angiographic evidence, acute HPV is primarily localized to 100-to 500-μm vessels and is greatest in the 200-to 300-μm arteries 14, 16, 37 ( Figure 4) . HPV is an intrinsic mechanism of pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells, although this intrinsic mechanism is itself modulated by extrinsic neurohumoral factors (eg, sympathetic nervous system) 20 ,40 that act synergistically to shape expression of HPV in vivo (comprehensively reviewed by Sylvester et al 41 )
. Ultimately, the ability of SR to specifically target regional constriction under intact neurohumoral conditions will aid in directing future studies for identifying potential key pathways that govern the HPV.
Although the passage of contrast agent through arterioles <80 μm can be observed with our SR techniques, it is difficult to clearly detect the border of these vessels, suggesting that the current resolution limit of the pulmonary vessels within the intact chest of a small animal is ≈80 μm.
14,36 Using SR imaging, the smallest diameter vessel seen for measurements is determined, in part, by iodine concentration. During pulmonary angiography, dilution of the contrast medium is unavoidable to some extent because of the high venous return, but can be minimized by advancing a catheter from the jugular vein into the right ventricle for injecting bolus doses of contrast agent (eg, 0.4 mL at 0.4 mL/s in a rat model). 14 Injecting contrast agent directly into the pulmonary artery would enhance spatial resolution, although it is currently difficult to advance an angiocath into the pulmonary artery via the jugular vein in the intact chest of a small animal.
Cerebral Circulation
The autoregulation of cerebral blood flow to a constant rate, despite changes in perfusion pressure, is impaired in many cerebrovascular diseases. 42 Advances in our understanding of the pathological changes that occur within the whole cerebral circulation have been constrained, in part, by the inability to assess the function of small intracerebral and perforating arterioles, which penetrate deep into the brain parenchyma and are the target of embolism and hemorrhage. Although conventional angiography is commonly used in clinical practice to diagnose lesions of the large superficial pial vessels, the smaller and deeper perforating arterioles are below the detection limit of conventional imaging techniques. 43 Early experiments aimed to validate SR as an effective approach for measuring the diameter of small cerebral microvessels (≈240 μm) in the circle of Willis of dogs. 44 Since then, numerous studies have studied the microstructure and function of much smaller cerebral vessels, primarily in rats 24, 42, [45] [46] [47] and mice. 23, 48, 49 Again, the advantage of SR is that it can simultaneously image both pial (surface) and penetrating perforating vessels 23, 42, 45 because there is no single focal plane ( Figure 5 ). Therefore, vessels at different depths can be measured simultaneously without magnification artefacts or focal blurring. 5, 42 Rodents are commonly used to study the adverse changes in brain and cerebrovascular function after a stroke or cerebral aneurysms. However, cerebral aneurysms of such traditional animal models are usually too small to be imaged in vivo with conventional CT. 50 SR microangiography has provided a novel means of identifying localized cerebral aneurysms 50 and differences in vascular reactivity after cerebral ischemia. 45, 51 Moreover, the less invasive approach and detailed visualization of the cerebral arterioles mean SR can be used to confirm high reproducibility of experimentally induced cerebral vessel occlusion 47, 49 and to repeatedly assess the morphological and functional changes of the cerebral vessels in vivo at regular intervals (eg, monthly) after induction of cerebral aneurysms or subarachnoid hemorrhage. As mentioned, spatial resolution is determined in part by the iodine concentration. In cerebral angiography, the contrast agent easily can be administered via the carotid artery, ensuring the contrast bolus reaches the cerebral region, which is in close proximity, with minimal dilution. Kidoguchi et al 23 showed that patency of the mouse internal carotid artery can be maintained because a contrast agent is injected into the common carotid artery via the external carotid artery. Notably, carotid flow is significantly less than coronary and pulmonary flow, which aids in minimizing dilution of the contrast agent bolus. In addition, cerebral vessels are not subject to motion artefacts caused by heart and lung palpitations, so that consecutive images can be summated to enhance image contrast. Thus, both image summation and the comparatively low carotid flow provide the opportunity to measure and assess vasoreactivity of vessels as small as 20 μm.
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Other Vascular Beds
The vessel network of the rat or mouse hindlimb previously has been used as an effective pharmacological test bed for investigating the role of nitric oxide in modulating systemic microvessels, 53 the adverse functional changes induced by cigarette inhalation, 54 and the progress of angiogenesis after chronic localized ischemia. 55, 56 The latter has the advantage that the effects of ischemia on vascular control can be assessed without compromising the physiology of the whole animal. The skeletal vascular bed of the hindlimb is a useful target of choice concerning control of the peripheral microvessels because, like the cerebral circulation, the ease of access to 1 hindlimb (from the opposing hindlimb femoral artery), the comparatively low flow, and the lack of motion artefacts provide high-resolution images of microvessels down to 9 μm. 55 Although the kidney has been implicated as a primary organ in the pathogenesis of systemic hypertension, 57 there have been few studies that have used SR angiography to study the renal circulation. This is likely attributable, in part, to the fact that iodinated contrast agents are rapidly filtered by the kidney, so that the presence of contrast within the renal tubules obscures clear visualization of the renal arterioles. 5 In recent years, however, our group has described and validated an effective approach using SR angiography that allows simultaneous observations of up to 4 branching levels of preglomerular arteries/arterioles in vivo, and assessment of segmental vascular function of vessels from ≈30 to 400 μm in diameter. 58 Importantly, this foundation study paves the way for future research concerning the local control of renal blood flow in health, and the adverse changes in disease.
Limitations of SR Absorption Microangiography
There are technical and mechanical constraints of SR that have been previously described, 5 for example, unlike clinical X-ray sources, the inherent small spot size of an SR beam makes imaging of large areas difficult. This can be overcome only with long projection distances (source to sample) at long beamlines (typically >100 m from the source). Apart from this constraint of SR, one physiological limitation is the inability to assess the physical structure or integrity of a vessel wall. This restricts the ability of SR microangiography to account for discrepancies in the number of observable radiopaque vessels in normal versus pathological conditions. A reduction in vessel density in a microangiogram could be attributed to organic factors (eg, vessel rarefaction and embolism) or functional factors (eg, sphincter closure at the origin of a vessel 59 and severe segmental vasoconstriction), although we could distinguish a partial role for a functional factor by acute inhibition of a vasoconstrictor mediator. 38 Moreover, structural and functional changes in vessels are often preceded by impairment of intracellular modulators of vascular tone. 60 For example, the pathology of pulmonary hypertension is associated with endothelial dysfunction, which reduces nitric oxide bioavailability and increases the expression of endothelin-1 and serotonin. These changes in endothelial factors and the concomitant increase in Rho kinase facilitate vasoconstriction and medial thickening of the vascular smooth muscle. Therefore, it is recommended that the use of microangiography to visualize pathological changes in the control of blood flow should be complemented with other advanced histological, biochemical, cellular, and molecular methodologies to fully identify underlying mechanisms.
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X-Ray Diffraction of Cardiac Muscle
Numerous laboratories routinely use ventricular pressurevolume, stress-strain recordings, myocardial segment length recordings, and myocardial energetics, determined either by oxygen consumption or by myothermy, to investigate how cardiac performance is regulated at the sarcomeric level in heart or working muscle preparations. However, none of these techniques directly examines the movement or activity of the myofilaments in the beating heart. Others investigate structural change of filament and accessory proteins with electron microscopy and electron tomography that require fixation of muscle samples. In contrast, the most significant advantages of X-rays are its high penetration power, which is used in medical diagnosis, and its short wavelength that enables us to investigate structures at the atomic level. Combined, these enable us to investigate interactions between contractile proteins in muscle cells. The scattering of X-rays away from the transmitted beam by large molecules, such as proteins, gives rise to small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). 4 This was first realized by Huxley in skeletal muscle, 61, 62 and then was applied to cardiac muscle by Matsubara. 63 The predominant myosin and actin filaments in cardiac cells are aligned in parallel and arranged in a hexagonal lattice ( Figure 6A ). The aligned filaments act as a diffraction grating ( Figure 6B ), which diffracts X-rays and changes the direction of travel. More specifically, when a finely collimated X-ray beam passes through cardiac muscle, the hexagonal arrangement gives rise to 2 major diffraction peaks, the (1,0) and (1,1) reflections ( Figure 6B ) at right angles to the muscle axis (equatorial reflections). The positions of the peaks depend inversely on the distance between the filaments ( Figure 6A ). The intensity of the peaks depends on the electron mass distribution around the filaments. Thus, it is possible to estimate the distribution of myosin heads within the hexagonal lattice of the myosin and actin filaments. When myosin heads attach to the actin filaments, the intensity of the (1,0) reflection decreases, whereas that of the (1,1) reflection increases. This reciprocal change is used as a simple index of cross-bridge attachments to actin filaments. 61 
Current and Past SAXS Studies From Myocytes to the In Situ Heart
Initial studies on working cardiac muscle were made on papillary muscle of cross-circulated heart of the dog 64 using a laboratory X-ray source and a film plate as an X-ray detector. Then, an electronic detector was introduced to record the X-ray intensity in real time. 65, 66 An interesting early finding was that some of the myosin heads remained near the actin filaments during diastole, without generating force. The number of such heads increased when the systolic tension was larger at higher heart rates, providing early evidence for the basis of the force-frequency relation. 66 Since then, isolated intact papillary muscle of rat and ferret, [67] [68] [69] rat trabeculae, 70 and mouse myocytes 71, 72 also have been studied. The advantage of the isolated preparations is that the sarcomere length can be monitored with laser diffraction or video microscopy. It has been shown that the cell volume is kept constant during the contraction of cardiac muscle. 73 Studies on demembraned (skinned) isolated muscle preparations also have made significant contributions to our understanding of length-dependent activation, which forms the basis of the Frank-Starling law of the heart. 71, 74, 75 By removing the cell membrane with a detergent, intracellular conditions can be changed freely. This helped to study the effects of phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chain and myosin binding protein C in length-dependent activation. 76 Notably, only with this approach has it been possible to show that lengthdependent activation is likely to be related to the Ca 2+ sensitivity of the contractile system and may depend on the distance between contractile filaments. Correlations among the force generating cross-bridges, Ca 2+ sensitivity and the lattice spacing have been studied extensively 70, 71 and summarized by de Tombe. 77 There is still controversy over whether interfilament spacing constitutes the molecular strain-sensing mechanism. Other factors such as length-modulated regulation of thin filament activation state may be involved, but how the thin filament is regulated by sarcomere length is not known.
To work on a beating whole heart, X-rays with high energy (15 keV compared with 8 keV of laboratory X-ray sources) that have high penetration power are necessary. By exposing a finely collimated SR X-ray beam (dimensions, 0.2×0.2 mm) to the whole heart, it is now possible to record the diffraction peaks in a myocardial region without averaging over multiple heart beats at a time resolution of 15 to 20 ms. [78] [79] [80] The time resolution is not limited by the available flux but mainly by radiation damage. Studies of a whole heart started with the isolated rat heart. 80 Use of a whole heart has the advantage that it is more physiological than an isolated muscle, and because the mass is larger the diffraction intensity is higher. This helps to reduce the radiation damage. Because the directions of muscle fibers in a heart are complicated, it was first necessary to investigate how the diffraction pattern depends on the orientation of the fibers relative to the X-ray beam. It was found that it is possible to account for the diffraction pattern recorded at different angles and depths in the heart. 80 The easiest recording to interpret is diffraction from the epicardium, where the fibers are running only in one direction. At a deeper depth, the X-ray beam passes through layers with Figure 6 . X-ray diffraction from cardiac muscle. A, Cross-section of the hexagonal lattice of myofilaments. The myosin filaments (green) are aligned on equally spaced imaginary lines (blue) that are called (1,0) lattice planes, whereas the actin filaments (red) are on (1,1) lattice planes (brown) together with the myosin filaments. In fact, there are 3 sets of (1,0) and (1,1) lattice planes in different directions, but only 1 of each is shown for simplicity. The distance between the (1,0) lattice planes (shown as d (1,0) ) is typically approximately 40 nm. Because the cell volume remains constant, the lattice spacing increases when the muscle shortens. B, The lattice planes of myofilaments act as a 3-dimensional grating to diffract X-rays. The undiffracted beam is stopped by a beam stop. In cardiac muscle, 4 diffraction peaks appear symmetrically at right angles to the myofilaments: the peak closer to the center is the (1,0) reflection that originates in the (1,0) lattice in (A), and that further away is the (1,1) reflection. C and D, Time traces of intensity ratio (I 1,0 /I 1,1 ) indicating the shift in electron density from myosin to actin filaments attributable to myosin head transfer during cardiac cycles in the beating rat heart. A trace during baseline (C) conditions and reperfusion (D) is a trace in the same region of the heart after 30-minute ischemia-reperfusion injury. Also presented are left ventricular (LV) pressure-volume recordings of the heart. Systolic changes in myosin head transfer in (C) were abolished in (D) because of myocardial stunning. different fiber orientations. However, because the path length in the deeper layer is generally long, the pattern is dominated by the deeper part of the cardiac wall. At the epicardium, the diffraction pattern is similar to that from a papillary muscle. In deeper layers, subendocardium and endocardium, the diffraction peaks are arced across the equator and, at deep positions, become almost rings. This initial study showed that the interfilament spacing does not differ significantly at different layers of the wall. 80 Studies of an isolated rat heart have expanded to more physiological studies of an open-chest in situ rat heart 78, 79 and a closed-chest mouse heart. 81 The open-chest heart preparation allows the researcher to investigate regional differences in cross-bridge dynamics, because the myocardial regions exposed to the beam can be determined. Figure 6C and 6D show how myosin mass transfer (cyclic changes in intensity ratio) can be estimated from continuous short SAXS recordings and how this localized index is altered by an episode of ischemia-reperfusion, whereas ventricular pressure remains preserved in the same heart. By passing the X-ray beam through the intact chest of an anesthetized mouse, equatorial reflections could be observed and recorded with a charge-coupled device camera with a fast frame rate of 66 per second. 81 The changes in the intensity correlated well with the cardiac cycle, and the rate of change was higher when the β-adrenergic agonist dobutamine was administered. Diffraction studies in the closed-chest anesthetized mouse represent a challenge in terms of preparation and data interpretation because skeletal muscle contributions to the diffraction patterns need to be excluded.
Benefits and Limitations of the SAXS Approach
The primary advantage that synchrotron SAXS offers over other techniques is that it is the only technique that allows a researcher to directly assess the dynamics of contractile protein interactions in real-time in intact muscle, and it can be performed in the beating heart simultaneous with measures of global cardiac function. Complementary techniques, such as ventricular pressure volumetry, allow the researcher to evaluate the effects of loading conditions on the dynamics of cross-bridge formation. Perhaps the greatest limitation to X-ray diffraction studies of cardiac muscle is that it is not directly possible to distinguish between strong and weakly bound cross-bridge formation from the routinely obtained equatorial reflections, 64 because cardiac muscle generally produces poor meridional reflections. 72, 82 Hence, indirect correlation with force or pressure development 79 and diffraction recordings in the relaxed and rigor states are required to make inferences regarding strong cross-bridge formation. 82 Finally, at the moment there is still no adequate method to measure the sarcomere length in situ and, therefore, estimates of sarcomere length can be derived only from established interfilament spacing-sarcomere length relations.
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Future Directions Technical Advances of SR Absorption Microangiography and CT
Recent advances in in vivo SR imaging have seen the development of a stereo microangiography approach 83 and fast CT of lung and airways 84 in mice. Two smaller X-ray beams of the same energy can be created by effectively splitting a wider beam and using a silicon crystal as a mirror (to achieve Bragg reflections) to reflect one beam toward the other and intersect at the object stage. 83 This study is the first to demonstrate proof of principle that a monochromatic SR beam can be split and the beams can be made to converge on a sample with sufficient angular separation to produce a stereo image using 2 synchronized charge-coupled device detectors. Furthermore, this study at a long beamline of SPring-8 (BL20B2) demonstrated real-time stereo angiography of the femoral artery and hindlimb microvasculature in an anaesthetized mouse. 83 These authors also noted the potential use of splitting polychromatic SR to produce ≥2 beams of different energies for imaging, where one might envisage one-beam energy being tuned to that of a contrast agent K-edge and other energies being tuned to lower energies suitable for phase-contrast imaging of soft tissue detail. With the stereo imaging approach, it also was possible to visualize the aortic arch and renal circulations in the same animal. Thus, more detailed information concerning the vasculature can be acquired as an alternative approach to sequential tomographic projections using bi-scopic or triscopic imaging approaches.
Using multiple projections with a micro-CT approach can provide considerably more accurate measures of volumes than planar X-ray imaging. In conventional high-speed micro-CT scanners, contrast resolution is traded for increased spatial resolution to limit radiation dose. 85 Dynamic SR micro-CT with less motion artefacts 86 now can be acquired in relatively rapid times 84 at much higher spatial resolution than conventional CT scanners at speeds that are dependent on the size of the imaging area. 84, 87 In the immediate future, it should be possible to perform fast SR micro-CT angiography in rodents selective for arterial vessels faster than is possible with conventional devices.
Other SR Techniques and Simultaneous Multi-SR Imaging Approaches
The greatest strength of an in vivo SAXS approach is in its ability to make regional assessment of cross-bridge regulation, which is particularly important in understanding heterogeneous progress of myocardial dysfunction in hypertrophy, dilated, or diabetic cardiomyopathies. This advantage is amplified when combined with SR microangiography. For example, we recently found in the prediabetic heart of the Goto-Kakizaki rat (10 weeks of age) an increase in diastolic separation of myosin heads from actin filaments (elevated intensity ratio) in the subepicardial layers, but not in the epicardial layers ( Figure 7A and 7B). However, in parallel studies, we found with SR microangiography that endothelial function and coronary flow is not different in Goto-Kakizaki rats from age-matched normoglycemic Wistar rats at 10 weeks of age (Pearson JT, Shirai M, Hansra S, Tsuchimochi H, Umetani K, unpublished data, 2012). Hence, it is possible that in this model of type-2 diabetes mellitus the first signs of a transmural gradient in myocardial dysfunction occur ahead of significant coronary dysfunction. We suggest that the combination of SAXS and SR microangiography can clarify the relation between regionally nonuniform progress of myocardial and coronary dysfunction in a diseased heart. Moreover, this combination provides the possibility of regional assessment of the effect of regeneration therapy, such as focal transplantation of induced pluripotent stem-cell -derived cardiomyocytes in the failing heart.
In addition to microangiography, SR provides many high-resolution imaging techniques, most of which use phase contrast (the principles of which are described in detail elsewhere). 3, 4 Phase-contrast X-ray imaging makes use of the phase shift and the associated change in the propagation direction of the X-rays. Because SR provides X-rays with a well-defined phase, it is feasible to measure and use phase changes in imaging, and even to exploit these properties. For example, this approach was used to quantify the 3-dimensional distribution of atherosclerotic plaque components in ex vivo samples. 88 A propagation-based method, a diffraction-enhanced method, and an interferometric method have been studied for phase-contrast imaging. Stronger contrast is generated at structural boundaries (interfaces of refractive index change), creating an edge-enhancement effect in the projection image. This phenomenon is successfully used in demonstrating air penetration into the neonate rabbit lung. 89 There is interest in using air 90, 91 and carbon dioxide 92 gases as intravascular contrast agents to achieve microangiographic phase-contrast imaging because these gases transiently fill vessels, creating a refractive index gradient. However, in small animals, vascular imaging only can be achieved when vessels are completely filled with gas. 92 Therefore, these alternative gas contrast approaches have questionable use in in vivo studies.
No researcher has yet succeeded in imaging dynamic coronary or pulmonary vessels in the absence of any contrast agent in vivo. However, the third method of interferometry has successfully used more physiological substances composed of low-atomic number elements, such as physiological saline, as contrast agents in static organs. Crystal X-ray interferometers are the most sensitive method for detecting minute differences of density within tissue, including blood vessels. 93, 94 In vivo imaging of rat hepatic vessels was demonstrated after saline injection via the portal vein, revealing branches of the portal vein, capillary vessel area, and hepatic vein (≈60 μm) sequentially. 95 However, 2 limitations of the crystal X-ray interferometer are the long imaging time (the time interval for acquisition is 4.8 s per frame) 95 and the need to exteriorize organs of interest.
Because the crystal X-ray interferometer requires monochromatic X-rays, a rather long imaging exposure time is necessary even when bright SR is used for phase-contrast imaging. Faster imaging is achievable with the grating-based X-ray Talbot interferometer approach using high-flux polychromatic SR (500 frames per second with an exposure time of 1 ms per frame 96 ). Combining a micro-CT approach in the Talbot interferometer with polychromatic SR enables time-resolved X-ray phase tomography, which is expected to provide precise morphological and functional information under static conditions. 97 However, the need to acquire multiple images per projections with interferometry makes it unlikely that these approaches can be applied to dynamic organs, such as the heart or lungs.
These authors believe that perhaps one of the most striking advantages of SR imaging will be the use of propagated phase-contrast imaging of the respiratory tract simultaneous with arterial SR microangiography. We can now show that it is possible to visualize and quantify lung aeration while investigating pulmonary blood flow distribution (Figure 8 ). Such applications have immediate potential for the investigation of ventilation perfusion matching in neonate and adult animals, and cannot be achieved with other imaging modalities. More broadly, this combination approach could be applied to the study of the severity of lung congestion while examining coronary flow regulation in heart failure or the efficacy of treatments for chronic ischemia.
Conclusions
In summary, impaired vascular control of the resistance vessels underpins the origin of many cardiovascular diseases, although the underlying mechanisms remain to be fully elucidated. SR Figure 7 . Myosin mass transfer during cardiac cycles in the in situ Goto-Kakizaki (A) and Wistar (B) rat heart. Smallangle X-ray scattering (SAXS) recordings were made for ≈3 seconds in the epicardial and subepicardial layers (0.6 mm below epicardial recording) of the left ventricle during spontaneous beating (oscillating curves) and after cardiac arrest with KCl (dashed lines). The intensity ratio (I 1,0 /I 1,1 ) shows a decrease during contraction as myosin heads are shifted toward actin. In the insulin-resistant heart (A), the elevated intensity ratio in the subepicardial layer indicates that myosin heads are displaced from actin during diastole; however, this shift is not induced by structural change, but rather by functional displacement, because the ratio was near normal (≈3.2) in the relaxed state (dashed lines). Such a shift was not seen in the epicardial layer. This suggests that myosin head proximity to actin is altered locally in the subepicardial regions of this prediabetic heart (blood glucose 11 mmol/L). Pearson JT, Shirai M, Tsuchimochi H, Schwenke DO, Yagi N, unpublished data, 2012. microangiography is characterized by high brilliance, extreme collimation, and, when combined with a specialized X-ray detector/video system, provides unparalleled image quality of the microcirculation through virtually any vascular bed of interest within natural physiological conditions. Importantly, SR microangiography enables us to directly visualize the vasomotor functions of the primary resistance vessels that are the target points of various cardiovascular diseases and offers the potential to clarify the mechanisms for regulating blood pressure and flow, especially when used in conjunction with targeted cellular and molecular analysis. Synchrotron SAXS approaches are now sufficiently fast to permit real-time assessment of cross-bridge and myosin lattice dynamics in isolated muscle and in whole hearts in situ. The penetrating power of the higher energy SR sources now allows us to make regional assessment of cross-bridge regulation, which is particularly important in understanding heterogeneous progress of myocardial dysfunction in a diseased heart. Notably, the SAXS approach is the only noninvasive method permitting measurement of the dynamics of myocardial contractile proteins in a beating heart. Although SR microangiography is unable to visualize the wall of vessels of interest, the continued development of phase-contrast imaging approaches is likely to result in complementary techniques for structural determination. Phase-contrasting imaging does offer exciting opportunities for simultaneous ventilation perfusion matching studies with the possibility of vessel branching order-specific evaluation of endothelial function in real-time. 
